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the e learning definition according to experts in education and educational technology is the
delivery of training and education via networked interactivity and a range of other knowledge
collection and distribution technologies fry 2000 elearning e learning electronic learning is a type
of online education training and knowledge sharing that is conducted over the internet it can be
utilized in various settings such as academic education corporate training continuing professional
development and skill development courses choose the e learning course that aligns best with
your educational goals free c the university of edinburgh how to create an online course skills you
ll gain writing 4 6 90 reviews intermediate course 1 4 weeks c university of illinois at urbana
champaign e learning or electronic learning is a pretty broad term but in a nutshell it s the process
of gaining any type of knowledge or training through digital sources elearning or electronic
learning refers to learning experiences that are delivered electronically these experiences include
videos podcasts interactive web programs and more elearning is often accessed via internet
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connected devices such as computers phones or tablets a good broad way to think about e learning
is the use of electronic devices computers tablets or phones to deliver educational or training
content to learners this article will focus on e learning course development and content authoring
and then explore what it is why it s valuable and much more
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the e learning definition according to experts in education and educational technology is the
delivery of training and education via networked interactivity and a range of other knowledge
collection and distribution technologies fry 2000

what is elearning definition examples and a quickstart guide

Mar 04 2024

elearning e learning electronic learning is a type of online education training and knowledge
sharing that is conducted over the internet it can be utilized in various settings such as academic
education corporate training continuing professional development and skill development courses
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choose the e learning course that aligns best with your educational goals free c the university of
edinburgh how to create an online course skills you ll gain writing 4 6 90 reviews intermediate
course 1 4 weeks c university of illinois at urbana champaign

what is e learning definition benefits how to get started
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e learning or electronic learning is a pretty broad term but in a nutshell it s the process of gaining
any type of knowledge or training through digital sources
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elearning or electronic learning refers to learning experiences that are delivered electronically
these experiences include videos podcasts interactive web programs and more elearning is often
accessed via internet connected devices such as computers phones or tablets

what is e learning e learning heroes
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a good broad way to think about e learning is the use of electronic devices computers tablets or
phones to deliver educational or training content to learners this article will focus on e learning
course development and content authoring and then explore what it is why it s valuable and
much more
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